Lesson 53:

A.

Nominal Word Clusters/The Participle

Locate all attpibutive paptiaipZes which are functioning as

substantives

(§775),

including their complements

(§776),

in

the two accounts of "The Beatitudes" in Mt 5:1-12 and Lk 6:
20-23:

g-aZustep

(§0775)

vepse

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

B.

D iagram the following sentences from In 3: 1-21,

indicating

the sy ntactical function of the g-clusters (§778),

and state

the sentence types in the blanks at the left:

3: 6

3: 15

3: 16

3: 18

3: 21

C.

Since each g-cluster is agnate to a relative clause (§773),
the attributive participle contains an embedded subject and
verb which may take the same complements as the corresponding
finite verb

{§776}.

Diagram the following g-clusters

227

(placing

228

parentheses around the embedded 2-1 over the participle) and
indicate sentence ty pes in the blanks if the clusters were
transformed

ex. :

____

19+

1.

=

( T)
=

into relative clauses:

T 8-111

0

4n+
(2-1)
[6£J nodDv / "tnv a.AT)3EI.a.V

unEP "twv 6l.wxov"twv uua�

In 3:21

Mt 5:44

Mt 7 : 21

Mk 11:15

In 1:33

In 3:13

D.

Prepare selection #22,

"Cleansing the Temple," which occurs

in Mk 11:15-19//Mt 21:12-13//Lk 19:45-48 (Huck §200) for
class translation.
Notes

Mk 11:15-19

11:15

periphrasis with apxoUU L
npEa"to Ex8aAAEl.v:
and the infinitive (a Group 1a verb chain;
§570)
•

"tou� nwAouv"ta.� xat "tob� a.yopa6ov"ta�:
attributive
participles used substantively as the direct
objects in an 8-111 (§778. 3).
direct object of the participle
na.� nEPl.a"tEPa.�:
"twv nWAouv"tWV (§776.1)
•

11:16

n�LEV:

3.

he did

sg.
(not)

imperf.

of a�CnUL

(class 1. 7b):

permit.

�va:
used to introduce an object clause:
(cf. §659 and Burton, §210).

that

229
6�EVEY�n:
from 6�a-�EPw (class VI)i
following LVU (cf. §6 55).
1 1 :1 7

subjunctive

�An8 nOETaL:
fut. pass. of �aAEw in an S-VP (§521 .2).
Note that the accusative object of the active
form has become the subject of the passive sen
tence (&0 or�6G uou) and the predicate accusative
has been changed to a nominative (or�oG npoa
EUXnG), indicating that the two accusatives in
an S-V represent an embedded S-II .
naOLV TOLG E8vEOLV:
tion (§741 .1).

naG in first predicate posi

aUTov/onnAa�ov:
two accusative objects in an
S-V with nOLEw (cf. §521 . 1 ).
Mark uses the
perfect tense to indicate the continuing effect
in the present of a past act (§794).
1 1 :1 8

nWG aUTov anoAEowa�V:
an included question as
the object of ��nTOUv in an S-III (§6 01. 1).
The subjunctive is used with questions of deli
beration (Smy the
§26 39):
and they were de
liberating how they might destroy him.
Verbs
of striving and planning like �nTEW, however,
are frequently followed by a final/purpose
clause with �nwG and the sUbjunctive (§878. 1 i
If nWG is taken as
cf. Burton, §§205-207).
a substitute for �nwG in a purpose clause, the
meaning would be:
and th ey were plo tting so
that they might destroy him.

anoAEowa�V:
11:19

from an6AAuUL.

�at �Tav 6�� EYEVETO:
�Tav plus the imperfect
indicative, EYEVETO, indicates repeated action
in past time [§870i cf. BI-D , §§36 7, 382(4)].
�EEnoPEuoVTO:
The variant,
strongly attested.

Lk

EEEnoPEuETO,

is also

19:45-48

1 9:46

EOTa�:
future of ELUL (§378).
Note the use of
EOTa� instead of �AnanaETa� (Hk 1 1:17):
·the
cases of the subject and predicate are thle
same, but the sentence ty pe is II, instead
of VP.

1 9:47

nv 6�6a.o�wv:
periphrasis for the imperfect
(§§56 8, 792. 5).

230

La Ka3- nUEPav: every day: this temporal adverbial
enforces the iterative sense of the periphrastic
form.
ot

BE apXLEPEL� KaL ot ypauuaLEL�
Kat ot npWLoL
LOU Aaou:
three subjects, separated by the
predicate.
•

•

•

E�nLOUv aULov anoAEoaL:

an infinitive of purpose
with a direct object, a6Lov, in an S-III. This
construction is agnate to Lva or onw� plus the
subjunctive (cf. §§574-576, 656, 833, 0878878.1).
Bl-D §392(1) calls this a complementary
infinitive and distinguishes it from the infini
tive of purpose (cf. Burton, §387). The dis
tinction depends on whether one translates
E�nLoUv as an intransitive verb, striving, or a
transitive verb, seeking.

19:48

La:
the article is used to substantivize the
following indirect question, LL n OLnOWOLV,
which signals that the indirect question is
the object (s 4) of EUPLOKOV in an S-III (§7l5,
esp. 715.4; cf. Turner, 182).

nOLnaWOLV:

indirect discourse retains the same
mood and tense as the speaker's actual words
in Greek; therefore, this SUbjunctive is the
mood of the direct speech (cf. Turner, l16f.)

EEEKPEuaLO:

from EK-KPEuavvuUL (class IV.4).

a6Lou:
genitive object of the person with aKouw
(§595.2).
UKOUWV:
two explanations are possible:
(1) a
circumstantial participle in a temporal clause
(§846.l):
(for all the people were very at
tentive) while listening to him; (2) a supple
mentary participle with EEEKPEuaLO (§572):
(for all the people) were attentively listening
to him.
The second explanation is supported by

the variant reading in uncial D which contains
a supplementary infinitive, axouELv:
(for all
the people) were very attentive to hear him

[Bl-D §392(la),

s.v. KPEuaa3aL].

